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The Gateway A1+ diagnostic test has been designed to assess the language ability of your students before entering an 
A1+ level course. It reflects the language and skills normally covered in an A1 level course and it can be used to 
determine the areas where your students are strong or weak.  

General Marking Guidelines 
The test covers Grammar, Vocabulary, Use of English and the four core skills (Reading, Listening, Writing and Speaking). The full test 
has a total of 75 points.   
	

Section Items Points 

Grammar 15 15 
Vocabulary 15 15 
Use of English   5   5 
Reading 10 10 
Listening 10 10 
Writing   1 10 
Speaking   1 10 

Total  75 
	
The complete test takes approximately 60–70 minutes. The test can also be administered partially, using only the Grammar, 
Vocabulary, Use of English, Reading and Listening sections. In this case, the test should take approximately 50 minutes.  
 
You may give the full test or sections of it. Use the following formulas for grading. 
 

Sections Formula 

Full test ([student’s total score] ÷ 75) × 100 = percentage score 

Grammar, Vocabulary, Use of English, Reading, 
Listening 

([student’s total score] ÷ 55) × 100 = percentage score 
 

Grammar, Vocabulary, Use of English, Reading, 
Listening, Writing 

([student’s total score] ÷ 65) × 100 = percentage score 
 

Grammar, Vocabulary, Use of English, Reading, 
Listening, Speaking 

([student’s total score] ÷ 65) × 100 = percentage score 
 

Recommendations for Remediation 
It should be stressed that the diagnostic test is not intended for grading purposes. The value of the test lies in using the points to 
see who the very strong or weak students are and dividing the class into subgroups as necessary.  
 
There are complete answer keys for all of the sections, as well as sample answers for the Writing and Speaking sections. The 
answer key contains tagged structures, lexical sets and skills which help you identify areas where students are having problems. 
 
For example: 1 A [present perfect]  
A student who repeatedly misses items marked [present perfect] may need to review this tense. 
 
In the Teacher’s Resource Centre, you will also find differentiated Extra grammar practice worksheets that can be set for further 
practice of the target grammar, as well as Study skills worksheets offering guidance on the four skills, grammar and vocabulary to 
help students improve their study habits.   
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Grammar 
1 
1 your [possessive pronoun] 
2  am not [to be negative] 
3  a [articles] 
4  her [possessive pronoun] 
5  does [present simple short answer]  
 
2   
1  C [to be] 
2  B [have got] 
3  A [to be] 
4  B [present simple] 
5  C [possessive pronoun] 
 
3   
1  am [present continuous] 
2  go [present simple] 
3  are [to be]  
4  can [can] 
5  Do [present simple question] 

Vocabulary 
4  
1  buying [shopping] 
2  putting [clothes] 
3  listening [free time activities] 
4  reading [free time activities] 
5  playing [free time activities] 
 
5   
1  B [classroom objects] 
2  C [fruit] 
3  A [animals] 
4  B [parts of the body] 
5  C [clothes] 
 
6   
1  spell [classroom language] 
2  bathroom [rooms] 
3  subject [school words] 
4  bakery [places] 
5  past [the time] 
 

Use of English 
7   
1  B [prepositions of place] 
2  C [there is] 
3  A [can] 
4  B [present continuous] 
5  A [nouns – irregular plurals] 

Reading 
8   
1  C [detail] 
2  B [detail] 
3  B [detail] 
4  B [detail] 
5  C [detail] 
 
9   
1  F [detail] 
2  T [detail] 
3  T [detail] 
4  T [detail] 
5  F [detail] 

Listening 
Audioscript 
1  
Boy: What’s your name? 
Girl: Jane.  
Boy: Hi Jane. How old are you? 
Girl: I’m thirteen. 
Boy: Thirteen? I’m only twelve but my birthday is next week. 
 
2  
Boy: Where are you from? 
Girl: I’m from France but I live in Spain.  
Boy: Do you speak English in Spain? 

Girl: At home we all speak Spanish. But I speak English in 
my English class. Can you speak French? 

Boy: No, I can’t speak French or Spanish.  
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3  
Boy: This is my room. I’ve got a table and a computer. 
Girl: Have you got any posters? 
Boy: No, but I’ve got a bookcase and lots of books. 
Girl: Wow! That’s a lot of books! 
 
4 
Girl: Hi David. I’m going to a restaurant. Do you want to 

come?  
Boy: Well, what do they have? 
Girl: The restaurant has great burgers. 
Boy: I don’t like burgers.  
Girl: They have also got nice sandwiches.  
Boy: A sandwich is perfect for me. And for you? 
Girl: A burger of course! 
 
5 
Girl: Hi Jack. What are you doing? 
Boy: I’m reading a book. 
Girl: Is it an adventure book?  
Boy: No, it’s a history book. 
Girl: Can I read it? 
Boy: No, sorry. I’m doing my history homework.  
 
10   
1  A [detail] 
2  B [detail] 
3  A [detail] 
4  B [detail] 
5  A [detail] 
 
11   
1  F [detail] 
2  T [detail] 
3  T [detail] 
4  T [detail] 
5  F [detail] 

  
Writing 

12 
Sample answer 
Hi David, 
I’m fine thanks.  
My favourite animal is the dog. We have got a small dog. His 
name is Sheldon. He lives in the house. He is white with black 
ears. He can run and jump. 
Bye, 
Alex 

Marking criteria 
Use the marking criteria below to give a score out of 10. 
9–10 Complete, mainly accurate and appropriate. 
7–8  No more than one omission, mainly accurate, rarely 

inappropriate. 
5–6  No more than one omission, minor inaccuracies, 

sometimes inappropriate. 
3–4  Several omissions, noticeable inaccuracies, often  
  inappropriate. 
1–2  Many omissions, mainly inaccurate, mostly 

inappropriate. 
0  Too little or too incomprehensible to mark. 

Speaking 
13 
Sample answer 
I live in a flat. It is small. It has got seven rooms. 
My favourite room is my bedroom. It has got a small bed, a 
table and some posters. There is a bookcase and a window.  
I like listening to music in my room. 

 
Marking criteria 
Use the marking criteria below to give a score out of 10. 
9–10 Full contribution. Basic and some complex structures, 

accurate and well-organised. Pronunciation mostly 
clear. 

7–8  Adequate contribution. Basic and some complex 
structures, generally accurate and well-organised. 
Pronunciation mostly clear. 

5–6  Adequate contribution. Basic structures, generally 
accurate and some organisation. Pronunciation mostly 
clear. 

3–4  Limited contribution. Basic structures, often inaccurate 
but some organisation. Pronunciation mostly clear. 

1–2  Very limited contribution. Basic structures, mostly 
inaccurate and little organisation. Pronunciation not 
always clear. 

0  Contribution too small or too incomprehensible to mark.  


